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from The Ministers
b y  R e v . R o g e r  B e r t s c h a u s e n  &  R e v . Ke l l y  C r o c k e r

Kelly Roger

The concept of emotional intelligence first appeared 
in a 1964 paper by Michael Beldoch—though it 
was foreshadowed in 350 BCE by Aristotle in an 
exploration of temperament. The psychologist 
Daniel Goleman brought the idea into mainstream 
American culture in 1995 with the best-selling 
book, Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter 
More than IQ. While Goleman believes that there 
is a range of innate potential for learning emotional 
competencies, most skills for emotional intelligence 
can be learned. Nurturing them in ourselves, 
others, and especially children is a good way to 
help ourselves, our relationships, and our society 
be more emotionally healthy and whole.

Ideally, a congregation is a pretty good place to 
learn about and practice emotional intelligence—
and maybe even pick up some tips for increasing 
our individual emotional intelligence. It’s a perfect 
theme for FUS in this challenging and opportunity-
rich time of transition in our congregation and our 
wider society.

Spiritual intelligence is a subset of emotional 
intelligence. Cindy Wigglesworth defines spiritual 
intelligence as “the ability to behave with wisdom 
and compassion, while maintaining inner and outer 
peace, regardless of the situation.” While there’s 
an occasional Buddha who radiates all this without 
fail, this is, of course, more aspirational than actual 
for human beings. But aspiration—knowing where 
we’d like to be headed—matters.

Our colleague, the Rev. Kendyl Gibbons, has come 
up with these ten spiritually-intelligent qualities:
• The ability to enter into covenant
• The ability to celebrate and also to mourn
• An attraction to beauty, mercy, and justice
• Fluency in the use of metaphor
• A capacity for intensity and also for ambiguity
• Mitake Oyasin, from the Plains people of this 

continent, the Lakota and the Ojibwe, and 
others: connection to the earth and other 
creatures, “all our relations”

• Memento Mori:  the constant awareness of death; 
acceptance of mortality and dedication to life 
regardless

• Islam: submission to circumstances and 
recognition of power, our own and also 
power we cannot control

• Tonglen, from the Buddhist tradition: the 
ability to absorb and transform suffering

• Teshuva, from Judaism: the ability and 
willingness to repent

To the extent we can embody these qualities in 
the ups and downs of our very human lives, we 
can move toward more spiritual health, more 
compassion, and more serenity. Even a baby step 
in that direction is something to celebrate; even 
the smallest step can help us do our small part 
to bless the interdependent web of existence. 
In this time of challenge and anxiety, personal 
and political upset, even the tiniest of steps is 
a beautiful thing! All of these small steps can 
add up!

Our hope, as we explore our theme of emotional 
intelligence, is that we can engage in this topic in 
ways that help us deepen our understandings of 
ourselves, one another, and our faith. If we are 
to make meaning of our lives, and of this world 
we share, we are going to need to use all our 
intelligence, including an understanding of our 
emotional lives. We look forward to exploring 
this theme together.
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from The Ministers
b y  R e v . R o g e r  B e r t s c h a u s e n  &  R e v . Ke l l y  C r o c k e r

Roger

from The interim Minister
b y  R e v . R o g e r  B e r t s c h a u s e n , I n t e r i m  M i n i s t e r

I received an email a few weeks ago in which an FUS 
member shared a concern about the congregation 
“marking time” for this third year of interim ministry. 
I’m so glad this member shared the concern—I’m 
guessing that others may share in it, too. With 
that member’s permission, I’m sharing a somewhat 
expanded version of my reply here.

In some important ways, transitions between 
ministries give a congregation a chance to step back 
a bit and reflect on its history as well as its hopes 
and aspirations for the future. It can be tempting to 
think of transition periods as a fallow time during 
which metaphorically the field is plowed and left 
unseeded. That’s the first definition of “fallow” 
in my dictionary. The second definition is “not in 
use; inactive.” This is where using a fallow field as a 
metaphor for ministerial transition goes off the rails. 
While there is room for much needed reflection on 
past, present, and future, there is also a lot of activity 
that prepares the ground for the ministry-to-be. The 
field is very much in use!

Pandemic-inflicted changes such as the building being 
largely closed can exacerbate the sense of inactivity. 
But I think a sense of inactivity misses the mark.

A lot of activity that is both important and exciting 
is going on: 
• The ministerial search is fully underway. The 

survey last month and the cottage and focus 
meetings this month will give the Ministerial 
Search Committee critical information about the 
congregation’s hopes and aspirations for the new 
ministry. To give the search team what it needs, 
a great many of you will need to participate. 
PLEASE participate in a cottage or focus group 
meeting this month! FUS needs you to do this!

• A third interim year was added to give the 
congregation more time for the transition 
from a long and distinguished ministry and to 
solidify itself for the search. For example, I’m 
working with the Board of Trustees this fall 
to gain clarity on the governance structure, 
mission, and strategic priorities for this year. 
More clarity in these areas will help the search 
team with its important work and make FUS 
more attractive to candidates. The board will 
engage with the congregation in these areas in 
the coming months. Given the extraordinarily 

difficult challenges of a long transition period 
and suddenly having to reinvent almost 
everything because of the pandemic, not 
surprisingly another area identified for my 
work this year is staff morale and cohesion. 
These areas of focus are behind the scenes 
in some ways but are also nevertheless 
important to FUS’s near- and long-term 
health and vitality.

• There’s very little at FUS that feels like 
marking time during the pandemic. It’s 
forcing us to change many things. I’m 
guessing that a lot of these changes will 
impact if not transform a great deal about 
FUS for many years to come.

• There’s so much going on in the community, 
nation, and world. The world can’t afford 
for FUS to take a year to mark time. That’s 
partly why I tackled racism in my first 
sermon.

One final thought: my style as a minister has 
never been about sitting around. I hope that 
there’s a reflective component to it—that’s 
important—but I’ve always felt urgency for 
congregations I serve to move forward. FUS 
during this third year of ministerial transition 
is no exception.

And a postscript: Please feel free to reach out 
to me with your questions! I’m all ears, and 
I pledge to provide a straight-forward and 
thoughtful reply. (“Thoughtful,” by the way, 
doesn’t necessarily mean I’m right; it just means 
I’ve thought about my response.)
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Terri

from the president
b y  Te r r i  P e p p e r , P r e s i d e n t , F U S  B o a r d  o f  Tr u s t e e s

This fall, the FUS Board of Trustees is focusing 
on reviewing our policies, strategic priorities, and 
the open question discussions that inform them. 
One area of this work that is important to the 
search process is articulating the shape of the role 
envisioned for our next settled minister as part of 
a multiple-minister team. As one of the primary 
areas of focus of the interim period, the board’s 
discernment is guided by information from several 
sources.

Exploring different approaches to defining roles and 
areas of responsibility within a multiple-minister 
team was identified by the congregation as a high 
priority for the interim period. During the 2018-
2019 and 2019-2020 church years, Revs. Kelly and 
Doug worked with intentionality in exploring ways 
to configure and balance responsibilities among the 
ministerial team and senior staff with a particular 
focus on collaboration; this approach and reflection 
continue with Revs. Kelly and Roger this year. The 
insight gained from this experience is valuable in 
looking to the congregation’s future.

Ministers can be hired or called in congregational 
settings. When a minister is hired, the arrangement 
may be limited in some way, either for a specific 
term of employment or a relatively narrow scope 
of responsibility. When a minister is called, the 
expectation and hope are for a lengthy tenure 
with broad responsibility to shape and inspire the 
congregation’s ministry. With accountability to the 
congregation as a whole, a called minister’s role and 
work will change and evolve over time, along with 
the congregation’s mission and vision. Our next 
settled minister will join the Rev. Kelly Crocker, 
who is also a called minister of FUS. The interim 
period has provided Rev. Kelly the time and space 
for deep discernment on her role in this next phase 
of ministry together, and over the past year, she has 
shared with the board and congregation her vision 
of her role in the next ministry team.

Over this past year, a Ministerial Research Task 
Force was also charged with exploring how other 
congregations with multiple ministers define roles, 
distribute authority, and configure portfolios 
of responsibility. Themes that emerged from 
conversations with seven interviewed congregations 

were shared and discussed at the parish meeting 
last February, and there will be an additional 
opportunity for those interested in further 
discussion of this material later this fall in a 
virtual gathering.

Finally, the survey conducted by the Ministerial 
Search Committee is providing additional 
context on what principles (flexibility, efficiency, 
collaboration, distribution of authority) are 
most important to the FUS community in 
defining ministerial roles.

The board will review and reflect on insight 
from each of these sources—the experience 
of our ministers during the interim period, Rev. 
Kelly’s discernment process, insight from other 
congregations, and feedback from the members 
of FUS—in defining the role our next settled 
minister as part of a multiple-minister team, 
and will provide a written summary to the 
search team to incorporate into their process. 
We have heard from UUA leaders that one of 
the most attractive qualities a congregation can 
have in a ministerial search is self-awareness. 
Having allowed the space for reflection in how 
we describe our ministers’ roles is valuable in 
our preparation to welcome a new ministry 
team, and the board is grateful to all who have 
contributed thoughts and energy to the process.
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ministerial search update
b y  t h e  F U S  M i n i s t e r i a l  S e a r c h  C o m m i t t e e

Thanks to everyone who completed the 
congregational survey. We received nearly 500 
responses! We truly value the thoughts shared 
to date, as these responses will contribute to our 
congregational profile and will provide a springboard 
for conversation in cottage meetings. However, we 
noted that 75% of our respondents were over 50.

We truly value the wisdom and historic perspective 
of our elder congregants. It is just as important 
that we hear from younger members of our FUS 
community so that we can accurately portray 
the depth and breadth of our intergenerational 
collective. Although you may not feel you have as 
much to offer as a 20- or 30-year-old someone who 
has only attended FUS for a year or two, or as a 
30- to 40-year-old someone who has been more 
engaged in the RE program with your young kids 
than active in other church functions, the truth is, 
this ministerial selection process is as much for you 
and your future at FUS as it is for those who have 
invested many years of themselves at FUS with our 
previous ministers. Shaping the future of FUS and 

helping decide who should collaborate with 
our current ministerial and administrative staff 
to lead us into the next chapter in the life our 
congregation is a decision better informed with 
everyone’s input.

So, we ask everyone to please take the time to 
engage. Seize the opportunity to participate in 
one of our upcoming cottage group meetings 
to lend your voice and your perspective to this 
process. During cottage meetings, congregants 
will participate in a facilitated group conversation 
to further explore key themes gleaned from the 
survey. 

Cottage meetings will take place during the 
month of October. Each meeting will consist 
of no more than 20 people and will last about 
45 minutes. At least one member of the search 
team will be present at each meeting. Visit www.
signupgenius.com/go/10c0c45afab238-fuscottage 
to sign up. We hope to see you there!

join the search team 
in October for 
COTTAGE MEETINGS
& FOCUS GROUPS

Sign up at www.fusmadison.org/search.
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Janet

small group ministry
b y  J a n e t  S w a n s o n , D i r e c t o r  o f  M e m b e r s h i p  &  A d u l t  P r o g r a m s

Small Group Ministry offers opportunities for
spiritual, ethical, and personal growth.

Small Group Ministry (SGM) at FUS exists to help 
create stronger connections among individuals and 
support greater engagement in our faith community. 
Small groups deepen members’ experiences and 
provide opportunities to listen to, and be present 
with, one another. Fostering a sense of belonging, 
and providing support and spiritual growth, our 
SGM program exists for you—to explore new 
ideas, engage with like-hearted people, and discover 
more about ourselves and our collective work in 
the world.
Please note, due to COVID-19, our small groups are all 
currently opting to meet virtually.
Our ongoing small groups include: 
• Chalice Groups, small groups of 8–10 individuals 

that meet regularly to practice a shared ministry 
of building community through intentionality. 
For Chalice Group openings, or if you have an 
interest in beginning a new Chalice Group, please 
contact FUS member Nancy Seaman nancy184@
charter.net.

• Exploration Groups, small groups that meet 
around a shared interest and cover a wide 
variety of topics.

• Spiritual Practice Groups, drop-in groups that 
meet regularly to practice and explore formal 
spiritual practices.  

• Journey Circles, theme-based covenant groups 
(6-8 individuals) that meet once a month for 
90 minutes to two hours, led by a facilitator, 
exploring the monthly worship theme.

Reference our Guide to the UUniverse, found on 
the FUS website, for more information. www.
fusmadison.org/communications.

Journey Circles:
Communities within Community 

FUS Journey Circles invite and encourage the giving 
and receiving of welcome, of hospitality, and of 
deep listening. New to FUS? Longtime member? 
Participation in a Journey Circle allows all of us to 
meet new people, become reacquainted with others, 
and connect in new and meaningful ways within our 
faith community. Our large First Unitarian Society 

community becomes a bit smaller, and we feel 
a richer connection to the whole as we gather. 
In a format that encourages deep listening 
and meaningful discussion, the gatherings 
provide new perspectives and understandings 
of the monthly worship themes. Resource 
materials are provided for each theme and 
include readings, poetry, discussion questions, 
bibliographies, films to consider, and more.
Journey Circles will begin in November 2020 
and meet through June 2021. They are open 
and welcoming to all, and are held at many 
different times, day and evening, on weekdays 
and weekends. Registration for the groups 
begins in October, and information and online 
sign ups will be available.  Additional information 
will be available in the Red Floors. Contact Janet 
Swanson: janets@fusmadison.org or 608-233-
9774 x124 for answers to your questions.

There is a place
where people see with their hearts

and breathing is the common language
where no mandate for sameness exists

and that place is here
if we so desire.

by Ken Haynes
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with gratitude & hope, let’s
turn out the vote!
by  T im  Co rdon , S o c i a l  J u s t i c e  Coo rd i n a t o r

Let me start with gratitude. Thank you. This 
community, and the faith we share, is the solid footing 
from which I am finding my way. We couldn’t be 
the force for justice that we are in the community 
without the love and hard work of so many of you.

As I’m writing this, we have just lost Justice Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg, the west has been burning for 
weeks, and we have daily dealt with the pain of our 
democracy eroding under the rise of violence and 
hate. However, it is your commitment to justice and 
the way that you keep showing up that keeps me 
pushing to find the unity, the organization, and the 
ongoing action that we need. Thank you, friends. Our 
next step:  We’ve got to “UU the Vote!”

What will you do with these October days? How will 
you help bring more of our siblings to the polls and 
hope to our nation? If you don’t know yet, please 
don’t feel bad as you are not alone. This not an easy 
question in the best of times and the pandemic has 
complicated our options tremendously. Here are a 
few concrete steps that might help:
• Read the weekly News from the Red Floors.  We 

will be including information about how to 
promote a pro-voting movement” in Wisconsin.

• Join the efforts of organizations and projects that 
are turning out the vote: UU the Vote, League 
of Conservation Voters, Voces de la Frontera, 
Dane Co. ID Coalition, Sunrise Movement, and 
League of Women Voters are just a few.

• Support the Building Unity project. You 
can follow our safely distanced outdoor 
activities on Facebook, or on the web at 
BuildingUnityWisconsin.org. Share our basic 
voting information post on Facebook.

• Reach out to the people that you know—make 
sure your people are ready to vote and encourage 
them to do the same with their people.

• Arrange to have Nov. 3 free if you can, and plan 
to volunteer in a safe and powerful way on that 
day.

There are many creative things that we can all do. 
Feel free to share them with our Building Unity and 
UU the Vote projects by sending your info to timc@
fusmadison.org. Above all things, do not despair.  We 
can make a difference.

The New Social Justice Newsletter
Let me start with an apology. While I’ve been 
working hard to support social justice action 
in the FUS and the broader community,  I have 
often failed in my efforts to communicate what 
we are doing. For this, I am sorry.

To remedy this, I will be relaunching the monthly 
email-based Madison UU Justice News. The first 
issue of this new edition will be released in mid-
November.  This monthly email publication will 
share updates from FUS social justice ministry 
teams, announcements about upcoming justice-
promoting activities, justice news from other 
local UU congregations, and a featured article 
about justice issues or actions relevant to our 
UU movement. Anyone interested in helping 
with this or any of our other justice-promoting 
initiatives can contact me anytime at 608-630-
3633.

Let me close with a bit more gratitude. I am 
grateful for the privilege to work with so many 
amazing people. The FUS staff and volunteer 
community hold an amazing collection of 
passion and talent. I know that this 2020-
2021 program year is going to be a year of 
powerful transformations. We are a community 
committed to love and healing. We will stick 
together, and we will not give up. Thank you.  
We are building unity and hope. Now let’s turn 
out the vote!

Tim
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from the editor
b y  B r i t t a n y  C r a w f o r d , C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  D i r e c t o r

In the June edition of The Madison Unitarian, the Rev. Kelly Crocker and I wrote to you regarding a 
renewed call to dismantle white supremacy both in our country and in our congregation. Many of 
you joined us in July for the first of our racial justice meetings, centered around Ibram X. Kendi’s 
book, How to be An Antiracist. In August, the Racial Justice Ministry Team officially formed, led by 
members and staff. Members Becky Burns and Susan Koenig were key in establishing this ministry 
team and join me this month as we continue to explore how FUS is building community in unusual 
times. Thanks to Becky and Susan for sharing their story with us. If you would like to get involved 
with the Racial Justice Ministry Team, watch the Red Floors for upcoming event announcements.

Reflections on the Racial Justice Ministry Team with Susan

I’ve been a member of First Unitarian Society since 2000. For all of those twenty years, I have looked 
to FUS to help me challenge myself.  I’ve tried to take seriously Eleanor Roosevelt’s instructions, 
“You must do the thing you think you cannot do,” and I often look to FUS to find the next thing to 
do that challenges me to grow enough that it feels scary.

I have done lots of seminars, workshops, conferences on building cultural competence, understanding 
my white identity, and building anti-racist capacity. I attended the first “interest meeting” for a racial 
justice ministry team. I volunteered to help write the team’s mission and goals.  And then, when I 
was asked to co-facilitate the team, I balked.  TOO scary.

But I couldn’t get the opportunity out of my mind. I had said “no,” but I e-mailed Rev. Kelly and Becky:

I had several talks with myself since last night to work through exactly what my hesitation is—in addition 
to what I said out loud about leaving space for newer voices (which is also true). My hesitation goes 
something like: I’m not anti-racist enough; I don’t always do a very good job of fighting (sometimes I don’t 
even want to fight) the pretty awful thoughts and impulses I’ve ingested from my years in my culture. 
Despite having been in spaces where I am challenged to learn, grow, change—who am I to take a lead 
in anti-racist work? I still have so much work to do.

And that’s also the thing: there is so much work to do. I read a great article today (another of so many) 
outlining the changes we need; this one hit me hard with the sense that we–UUs–should be at the center 
of white anti-racist work. And, if not now, when?

So.  The next scary thing.

My hope for the FUS Racial Justice Ministry Team, stated most boldly, is that it will inspire and equip 
FUS to answer the Rev. Bertschausen’s call to “put anti-racism at the center of what we do.” When 
I see myself most clearly, I see this as critical to living a life of integrity and justice; too often, too 
easily, I am led away from this clear vision. I think this happens for FUS as an organization as well. 
Our team is gearing up to launch small groups, vibrant educational programs, and other practices to 
build skills and understanding so that we at FUS increasingly see anti-racist work as fundamental to, 
in inherent in, the values of the UU principles and are able to do that work. 

I hear often from people that FUS inspires them to be their best selves; I hope that we can build a 
community that helps us be, collectively, accountable to those best selves in the practice of anti-racism.
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from the editor
b y  B r i t t a n y  C r a w f o r d , C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  D i r e c t o r

Reflections on the Racial Justice Ministry Team with Becky

Tell us about you!
I was essentially born and raised at FUS. My parents were married by Max Gabler back in 1956, 
and we’ve all attended FUS as a family since. We kept the family marriages connected to FUS—my 
brother was married here, my sister’s wedding was officiated by Max, and Jeanne and I had our 
original ceremony at FUS with Michael Schuler until we were legally allowed to be married by Karen 
Gustafson. And following suit, our daughter Courtney went through the RE program. I only have fully 
appreciated this life experience when meeting people who have come from other faith traditions, 
since I naturally think everyone was raised to believe in the inherent worth and dignity of every 
person. It has truly been a gift and a strong influence on who I am today as a person.
 
How did you get involved?
As the social unrest in our country grew over the summer, I kept looking for ways to be more 
involved in this work.  At the same time, FUS put out the call for interested folks to join the racial 
justice team. It was a natural fit, and I was excited to find a place where I could put some energy 
to try and make a difference. I am hoping to pull from different experiences where I am addressing 
racial justice. Last year, I participated in the Beloved Conversations curriculum at FUS. At work, I 
am the Statewide Coordinator for a program called Children and Youth with Special Health Care 
Needs, and serve on the Health Equity team within the WI Division of Public Health. For the past 
three years, I have been staff to the Our Wisconsin program at UW Madison, teaching incoming 
freshmen about inclusion and diversity on campus. I hope all of these experiences benefit others. For 
example, in November I am attending a conference by Clear Impact entitled, A Virtual Conference 
to Advance Racial Justice.
 
What does it mean to do racial justice work at FUS?
FUS is a huge community and addressing something as large as racial justice is a challenge. We all 
come from different backgrounds, even though we are often perceived as white, middle-class people 
who do good in the world when at the same time, we each have room to grow and be more anti-
racist, more aware, and more willing to continue to challenge our own perceptions. We can easily 
fall into the trap of admiring the problem of racism and not making progress that can change the 
world. Racial justice work is not accomplished quickly or easily, or by tossing money at it. It is hard 
work that involves risk, honest reflection, and a move towards action.

What is the team planning for the upcoming program year?  What do you hope the 
team will address?
The team is still forming and settling into a plan. We know it will include opportunities for education, 
small group discussions, and direct action in the community. Personally, I am most interested in 
holding space for multi-generational discussions within our FUS community as well as finding ways 
to support larger action in our Madison community. Our success will be measured in how much 
we have learned more about racial justice and have had opportunities to address our internalized 
racism. In addition, how we as a community have grown to be more welcoming, accepting, and able 
to act as an ally to those different from ourselves.

What is your hope for this team and for FUS?
I hope this team and the work that is accomplished will create real change in our community. 
That FUS will be a place where people are able to interact without hearing or needing to call out 
microaggressions. Where what our faith offers to our community is multicultural, respectful, and 
inclusive. Where being a welcoming community is who we are, not something we claim to be or take 
credit for creating—since a truly welcoming community is simply free of egos and big in compassion.
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making the most of stewardship 
while apart
by  Che r y l l  Me l l e n t h i n , P ro j e c t  Coo rd i n a t o r

Cheryll

FUS GOT TALENT!
2020 Fall Cabaret Live Event

Friday, November 20, 6 pm - 7:30 pm
Online Auction runs November 13-27

www.fusmadison.org/cabaret

In a more typical start to our program year, our 
Stewardship Campaign messaging would be centered 
on accomplishments and opportunities. There 
would be joys shared and questions answered in the 
Commons, me with my clipboard, enveloped in the 
hum of laughter and conversation. I miss those times 
more profoundly with each passing week.

While wistful about missing you all, I am also a self-
described lifelong learner. Being apart has provided 
an opportunity to reimagine some important 
stewardship tools we have relied on as a largely 
in-person community where sharing the why and 
the how of generosity is often a conversation. Thus, 
when I had an opportunity to work with my FUS 
colleagues on a series of projects that would make 
it easier for our community to participate in the 
very important process of financial stewardship, I 
was all in.

I’m sure many of you have learned about our first 
new tool, Text to Give (www.fusmadison.org/
offering). Rolled out last month, Text to Give 
provides both our FUS community and visitors a 
modern and secure way to give to our Outreach 
Offering during our virtual Sunday services.

Second up is a new and improved GIVE page debuting 
on our website in October (more information will be 
provided in the Red Floors). We made it easier than 
ever for you to securely make your pledge online, 
set up your ongoing contributions, and allow our 
ever-growing number of FUS Sustaining Stewards 
the ability to update their pledge amount. We can’t 
say often enough how thankful we are to all who 
have pledged to our current 2020-2021 Stewardship 
Campaign. If you haven’t pledged yet, there’s still 
time!

Providing new giving tools and doing so while apart 
provides opportunities for continued learning. 
We want to learn from you—what is working 
well, what questions do you have, and most 
importantly, how can we continue to make the joy 
of generosity, truly that. Please reach out to me, 
cheryllm@fusmadison.org, and share your thoughts. 
Yes, of course, our major fall stewardship event, 
Cabaret, is being reimagined as well. In putting 

together the theme for our 2020 Fall Cabaret, 
FUS GOT TALENT!, www.fusmadison.org/
cabaret, the Stewardship Ministry Team 
confirmed what we already knew—talent is 
abundant in this community. Share your talent—
even as a family, be it stand-up comedy, silly pet 
tricks, a soulful rendition of your favorite song, 
or any number of talents you want us all to 
discover. As our largest fundraiser of the year, 
your support is so important as we learn to join 
hearts while apart. There are many ways you 
can support Cabaret: donate and participate in 
the online auction, join us for the night of the 
event with the talented MC Steve Goldberg, 
and volunteer. You can learn more and sign up 
at www.fusmadison.org/cabaret. Or contact 
Cheryll Mellenthin, Project Coordinator, at 
cheryllm@fusmadison.org or 608-233-9774, 
ext. 130.
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The road to emotional intelligence is a journey, paved 
with bricks of empathy, self-awareness, self-control, 
and accessibility to others. It calls us to become 
more active managers of our amygdalas, the brain’s 
center for fear and anxiety. Money, for many of us, 
is a topic that can trigger tension, and as the new 
field of neuroeconomics explores, the connection 
between emotions and thinking about financial 
decisions runs deep.

Perhaps discussions around FUS’s financial resources 
can be a training ground for all of us. How can we 
practice thinking about our community’s resources in 
a way that releases anxiety? What questions must we 
ask each other in order to ensure that our resources 
align with our value of empathy? And who could we 
become if we committed to making financial decisions 
that embody the emotional intelligence we strive to 
embrace? I look forward to living these questions 
with all of you this year and in the years to come. 
But first, let’s reflect on the fiscal abundance from 
last year…

According to our “Statement of Financial Position” 
report, as of June 30, 2020, we had a total of 
$441,000 in cash and cash equivalents. This includes 
money in the Operating, Designated, and Capital 
Funds and is approximately $1.7 million less than last 
year at this time with the payments for our Meeting 
House restoration and the $1 million pay down of 
our mortgage (which now stands at $2.9 million). 
Our fixed assets (for things such as our land, building, 
furniture, equipment, etc.) have an estimated value of 
$10.26 million for a combined total of $10.7 million 
in assets.

Capital
In our Capital Fund last fiscal year, running from 
July 1, 2019, through June 30, 2020, we saw just 
over $206,000 in income, which was fewer than we 
anticipated, due to less Capital Campaign pledge 
payments to date. We trust that final payments 
will be made before the end of this calendar year. 
We saw $2 million in budgeted expenses (yowza!) 
and $45,000 in budgeted transfers to the operating 
fund to support our mortgage payment. With one 
small final payment to Findorff budgeted for fiscal 
year 20-21, the Building a Legacy–Capital Campaign 
has come to a close. It has been a wildly successful 
3.5-year process! As of June 30, we had $231,000 
remaining in the Capital Fund. 

Designated & Restricted
In our Designated & Restricted Fund account, 
we began the year with nearly $93,000, accepted 
approximately $54,000 in new donations, completed 
$43,000 in parish-approved transfers to the 
operating fund, spent $55,000, and ended the 
year with $49,000 across these 11 funds. The vast 
majority of the new income and expenses are 
attributed to the Carnegie Hall music trip.

Operating
Last year in the Operating Fund, we anticipated 
$1,916,540 in income and $1,916,537 in expenses 
and projecting a three-dollar surplus. Though our 
actual income fell short of that budget goal by 
4.3% with $1,834,289 received, we also saw major 
savings and were 4.3% under budgeted expenses 
with $1,834,289 at year-end, completing the year 
with a balanced budget. That equilibrium would 
not have been possible without this community’s 
generosity—the $1,142,399 in generous pledge 
payments. Including the Close the Gap donations, 
we received $30,000 more in pledge payments than 
the previous fiscal year, despite being under budget 
by 2.4%. There were several other areas where we 
fell short of our income goals, including “Collection 
& Gifts,” “Program Income,” “Fundraising,” and 
“Rentals.” However, the “Other Income” line and 
the “PPP Loan” line. When combined, these areas 
exceed their budget goals by 1946%, played a critical 
role in a successful fiscal year with a combination 
of $43k in funds from the lighting damage insurance 
claim, as well as nearly $50k from the Paycheck 
Protection Program (PPP) loan. Currently classified 
as “conditional income,” we remain optimistic that 
the PPP loan will be forgiven in the Spring of 2020. 

On the expense side of the Operating Fund, we 
spent $82k less than budgeted, $60k of which was 
from the savings resulting from our $1 million 
mortgage pay down and refinancing in February.

I hope you’ll take a minute to review the Statement of 
Financial Activities on the next page.  As always, please 
don’t hesitate to reach out to myself or the Finance 
Committee if you have questions about our financial 
state. You can reach me at monican@fusmadison.
org or our Finance Committee Chairperson, Adam 
Simcock, at awsimcock@gmail.com.

taking care of business
b y  M o n i c a  N o l a n , E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r
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2019-2020
Actual

2019-2020
Budget Variance

2018-2019
Actual

Variance
FY19 & 
FY20

Operating Income
Pledge Payments 1,142,399 1,170,140 -27,741 1,109,591 32,807
Rental Income 209,160 248,604 -39,443 254,581 -45,421
Foundation Income 130,417 139,367 -8,950 138,384 -7,967
Collections & Gifts 80,508 158,445 -77,937 185,297 -104,790
Fundraising 31,983 43,000 -11,017 35,345 -3,362
Program Income 32,218 52,300 -20,082 45,007 -12,788
Funds Transfers 98,582 98,582 0 99,952 -1,370
Other Income 59,042 6,102 52,940 6,340 52,702
PPP Loan/Conditional 
Income

49,981 0 49,981 0 49,981

Total Operating 
Income

1,834,289 1,916,540 -82,251 1,874,498 -40,209

Operating Expenses
Personnel Expenses 884,415 891,085 -6,670 878,254 6,161
Personnel Benefits/Taxes 282,714 286,677 -3,963 258,076 24,638
Mortgage 232,338 294,229 -61,891 294,229 -61,891
Building 221,235 197,185 24,050 219,216 2,019
Program 103,524 147,748 -44,224 132,625 -29,101
Administrative 80,898 73,061 7,837 73,076 7,821
Communications 9,677 13,952 -4,275 13,104 -3,427
Fundraising/Membership 19,487 12,600 6,887 7,852 11,635
Total Operating 
Expenses

1,834,289 1,916,537 -82,248 1,876,433 -42,144

Net Operating 
Income

0 3 -3 -1,935 1,935

Other Income
Board/Temp Des Income 54,084 18,000 36,084 37,165 16,919
Capital Income 206,407 424,210 -217,803 968,191 -761,784
Mortgage Principal 
Paydown

1,088,336 132,000 956,336 130,662 957,675

Total Other Income 1,348,827 574,210 774,617 1,136,018 212,810

Other Expenses
Expenses from Capital 2,000,768 1,417,950 582,818 701,852 1,298,916
Board/Temp Des Expense 54,477 10,100 44,377 18,887 35,590
Transfers 88,000 88,000 0 88,452 -452
Total Other Expenses 2,143,245 1,516,050 627,195 809,192 1,334,053
Net Other Income -794,417 -941,840 147,422 326,826 -1,121,243

Total Net Income 794,417 -941,837 147,419 324,891 -1,119,308

Statement of Financial Activities
Year-to-Date Financials

NOTES
1 Approximately $42k from lightning damage insurance claim.
2 $51,731 of PPP Loan was used to balance the budget. We anticipate the full loan amount of $197,437 will be forgiven in 
spring 2021. Leaving $145, 706 to be applied to fiscal year 2020-2021.

1

2
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Wheel of Life
Congratulations and welcome to Valentine Vedder, born on September 13 to parents, Linnea 
and Zach. The happy grandparents of this new life are Nancy Vedder-Shults and Mark Shults. 
We send our love and best wishes to them all. 

We hold in our hearts Diane Nienstedt, who passed away in the early morning hours of September 
21. Diane is sister to Helena McGevna, sister-in-law to John, and will be deeply missed. 

Congratulations to Ann Smiley on the birth of her second granddaughter, Lena Smiley Schoener, 
born on September 26 to Mary Smiley and Ben Schoener. Welcome to the world, Lena!

Rescheduled October 4 Parish Meeting. New date is December 6.
Thanks to all who marked their calendar with the October 4 Parish Meeting, and we ask you 
attentive and engaged folks to kindly remove it and replace with December 6 at 11:30 am. We wish 
to shine a light in October on our Search Committee’s cottage meetings and focus groups, providing 
ample opportunities for you to engage in the generative work of the Society. Look forward to seeing 
you virtually on December 6!

Wartmann Series:  Trans-Inclusive Congregations Class Now Open!
Join us for a course that “pushes participants to the next level of congregational welcome, relationship-
building, and skills-building. It counters mainstream narratives about who trans people are; supports 
understanding of non-binary identities; and employs a deeply intersectional approach.” The format 
for this course involves watching online lectures from the Transforming Hearts Collective on your 
own and then gathering online with fellow FUS members and staff for a conversation. We’ll meet 
on Sundays at 12 pm on October 25, November 8, and November 22. Go to www.fusmadison.org/
wartmann to sign-up. Contact Brittany at brittanyc@fusmadison.org for more information.

Membership Roll Project
Thank you to the many, many people in our congregation who have contacted us following the email 
we sent out earlier this month requesting that you review your contact information and membership 
status. This effort, with your support, is essential as we work together on the important year 
ahead at FUS. Click here to read the email. Details are included in the email if you need assistance 
confirming your contact information or discussing membership at FUS.

First Friday Film:  Friday, October 2 @ 6:30 pm
Join us for the First Friday Film at FUS, Friday, October 2, on The Long Shadow, a history of anti-Black 
racism in the US. You can watch the film by going to this link anytime on October 2, but we would 
encourage you to start your viewing with us no later than 6:30 pm and join us for the after-film 
discussion: http://thelongshadowfilm.com/fus-madison/. This link contains links to the film screening 
as well as the after-film discussion.

community information



A Month of Services
Sunday @ 10 am at www.fusmadison.org

Sunday, October 4
“Vote Love, Defeat Hate”

with the Rev. Susan Frederick-Gray, UUA President
In the midst of a global pandemic, rising authoritarianism, and uprising, lives hang in the balance 
and the future of our democracy is on the line. In response, Unitarian Universalists are answering 
the call of our faith, building powerful partnerships to mobilize our communities to #VoteLove 
and #DefeatHate in the 2020 elections. The Rev. Kelly Crocker and the Rev. Roger Bertschausen 
will join UUA President, the Rev. Susan Frederick-Gray, and a lineup of powerful, prophetic UU 
voices in exploring the intersections of faith, justice, and democracy. The Rev. Frederick-Gray’s 
sermon will be part of many UU services across the country. FUS Children’s and Youth Choir 
Director, Heather Thorpe, will sing, accompanied by Linda Warren on piano.

Sunday, October 11
“Welcoming Them All”

with the Rev. Kelly J. Crocker, Minister of Congregational Life
Emotions are a reality of our lives and yet we so often want to ignore them, push them away, 
or think of our emotions in terms like “good” and “bad.” Can we learn to honor our emotions 
and welcome them all as life-giving teachers? They will come and go, shift and change, and we 
can learn to recognize them and respond appropriately. Can we be comfortable welcoming them 
all? Assistant Music Director, Linda Warren, will play music for solo piano, including African-
American spirituals arranged by Samuel Coleridge-Taylor.

Sunday, October 18
“A Field Guide to Anxiety”

with the Rev. Roger Bertschausen, Interim Minister
Sarah Jaquette Ray created a wonderful, existential toolkit called, A Field Guide to Climate Anxiety 
for the “climate generation”—Generation Z (which roughly includes people born in the mid-to-
late 1990s up to the early 2010s). It turns out to be full of hands-on ideas, not just for dealing 
with climate anxiety, but all sorts of other anxiety too, about the state of our nation and world. 
If you’re feeling anxious about climate change, racism, the election in a few weeks, the pandemic, 
or anything else—this service just might be for you. Linda Warren will play music for solo harp, 
including Italian film composer, Nino Rota’s Sarabande.

Sunday, October 25
“Journeys through Grief”

with the Rev. Roger Bertschausen, Interim Minister
Grief is one of the most challenging emotional journeys—and it’s a journey all of us repeatedly 
go through in life. Unfortunately, our society generally doesn’t equip us well for grief journeys. 
This service will reflect on some ways we might navigate through life’s inevitable grief journeys 
more skillfully and holistically. FUS Music Director, Drew Collins, will sing, accompanied by 
Linda Warren on piano.
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This being human is a guest house. 
Every morning a new arrival. 

A joy, a depression, a meanness, 
Some momentary awareness comes 

As an unexpected visitor. 
Welcome and entertain them all! 
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows, 

Who violently sweep your house 
Empty of its furniture, 

Still, treat each guest honorably. 
He may be clearing you out for some new delight. 

The dark thought, the shame, the malice, 
Meet them at the door laughing, 

And invite them in. 
Be grateful for whoever comes, 

Because each has been sent 
As a guide from beyond.

—Rumi


